
These notes essentially correspond to chapter 13 of the text.

1 Oligopoly

The key feature of the oligopoly (and to some extent, the monopolistically competitive market) market
structure is that one �rm�s decision depends on the other �rms�decisions. In other words, �rm behavior is
mutually interdependent. Note that in a monopoly there is no other �rm on which behavior can depend,
and in perfect competition no �rm can a¤ect the market price on its own, so �rms do not have to worry
about how much other �rms produce as there will be no e¤ect on the market price. We typically assume
that oligopolies are small in number (while monopolistic competitors are larger) and that oligopolies are
protected by some entry barrier (while free entry can occur under monopolistic competition). Products may
either be identical or homogeneous in an oligopoly. OPEC is an oligopoly that produces oil (or petroleum
if you want to be more precise), which is a fairly homogeneous product, while historically the big three auto
manufacturers were an oligopoly that produce di¤erentiated products (I say historically because they have
less market power due to the recent in�ux of imports �they still produce di¤erentiated products). We will
use a new tool because of this mutual interdependence �game theoretic analysis, which essentially studies
the decisions agents make in di¤erent environments.

2 Intro to game theory

Although it is called game theory, and most of the early work was an attempt at �solving� actual games
(like Chess), the tools used in game theory can be applied to many economic situations (how to bid in an
auction, how to bargain, how much to produce in a market setting, etc.). A game consists of the following
four items:

1. Players �the agents (�rms, people, countries, etc.) who actively make decisions

2. Rules �the procedures that must be followed in the game (knights must move in an L-shaped pattern
in Chess, three strikes and you�re out in baseball, a �rm cannot produce a quantity less than 0 �these
are all rules); may also include timing elements (white moves �rst in Chess then player�s alternate
moves, one �rm may produce �rst and the other �rm may observe this production before it makes a
quantity decision,

3. Outcomes �what occurs once all decisions have been made (in a winner/loser game like Chess or
baseball, the outcome is a win or a loss or perhaps a tie, while in a market game the outcome is more
like a pro�t level)

4. Payo¤s � the value that the player assigns to the outcome (in most of our examples outcomes and
payo¤s will be identical, as the outcomes will be dollars and players will just translate

2.1 Solution Concept

Our goal will be to �solve�these games. Although there are a variety of solution methods, the one we will
use is the Nash Equilibrium concept (yes, named after that guy Nash in the movie). A Nash Equilibrium
is a set of strategies such that no one player can change his strategy and obtain a higher payo¤ given the
strategy the other player(s) is (are) currently using.
A strategy is a complete plan of play for the game. Suppose we were trying to solve the game of Chess (if

you ever actually solve Chess you will become famous, at least within the mathematics community). There
are two players, and the player with the white pieces moves �rst. One piece of the white pieces player�s
strategy might be, �move king side knight to square X to start the game�. However, this is not a complete
strategy �you need to write down what you will do for every possible move that you will make. By contrast,
look at the beginning of the black pieces player�s strategy. There are 20 possible moves that the white pieces
player can use to begin Chess, and the black pieces player must have a plan of action for what he will do for
EVERY possible move the white pieces player would make. That�s a list of 20 moves that the black pieces
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player must write out just to make his FIRST move. Thus, a complete strategy of Chess is very, very, very,
lengthy (even with the increases that we have seen in computing power no one has been able to program a
computer to solve Chess).

2.2 Monopoly as a �game�

It is possible to consider the monopoly market as a 1-player game (some texts will say that a game must
have 2 players whereas a �game�with 1 player is not really a game but a decision �we will not concern
ourselves with that detail). Look at the features of this game:

1. Player(s): The monopolist

2. Rules: The monopolist must choose a quantity level between 0 and 1. The price in the market will
be determined by P (Q) = 400� 5Q. The monopolist�s costs are given by: TC (Q) = 5Q2+100, with
MC = 10Q.

3. Outcomes: The outcome in this game is a set of outcomes that will lead to a pro�t level.

4. Payo¤s: In this case, the payo¤ is the outcome level, so � = (400� 5Q)Q�
�
5Q2 + 100

�
.

Using the tools we already have, we �know�that the solution to this game can be found by �nding the
quantity level where MR =MC. Since MR = 400� 10Q and MC = 10Q, we have:

400� 10Q = 10Q

20 = Q

We could also set up a table to �nd the monopolist�s optimal strategy (which is the quantity choice that
maximizes his pro�t).
A possible table (with only a few of the strategies listed) is below:
Strategy (qty. choice) Payo¤ (pro�ts)
Q = 1 $290
Q = 10 $2900
Q = 19 $3890
Q = 20 $3900
Q = 21 $3890
Q = 80 �$32; 100
If we wanted to be sure that this was the monopolist�s optimal strategy, we would either need to look at

all of his possible strategy choices (every quantity from 0 to 1) and see which gives the highest pro�t, or
solve for the optimal strategy choice mathematically (which is what we did earlier in the course even though
we did not call it a strategy).

2.3 Simple duopoly example

Suppose that there are two �rms (Firm A and Firm B) engaged in competition. The two �rms will choose
quantity levels simultaneously. To keep this example simple, assume that the �rms�quantity choices are
restricted to be either 48 units or 64 units. If both �rms choose to produce 64 units, then both �rms will
receive a payo¤ of $4.1. If both �rms choose to produce 38 units, then both �rms will receive a payo¤
of $4.6. If one �rm chooses to produce 48 units and the other chooses to produce 64 units, the �rm that
produces 48 units receives a payo¤ of $3.8 while the �rm that produces 64 units receives a payo¤ of $5.1.
When analyzing 2 �rm simultaneous games (where there are a small number of strategy choices), we can

use a game matrix (or the normal form or strategic form or matrix form �it has many names) as an aid in
�nding the NE to the game. The game matrix is similar to the table above for the monopoly, only now we
have 2 �rms. I will write out the matrix below and then explain the pieces as well as some terminology.
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Firm B
QB = 48 QB = 64

Firm A QA = 48 $4:6, $4:6 $3:8, $5:1
QA = 64 $5:1, $3:8 $4:1, $4:1

One player is listed on the side of the matrix (Firm A in this example) and is called the row player, as
that player�s strategies (QA = 48 and QA = 64 in this example)are listed along the rows of the matrix. The
other player is listed at the top of the matrix (Firm B in this example) and is called the column player, as
that player�s strategies (QB = 48 and QB = 64 in this example)are listed along the columns of the matrix.
Each cell inside the matrix lists the payo¤s to the players if they use the strategies that correspond to

that cell. So the $4:6, $4:6 are the payo¤s that correspond to the row player (Firm A) choosing to produce
48 and the column player (Firm B) also choosing to produce 48. The cell with $5:1, $3:8 corresponds to the
row player choosing 64 and the column player choosing 48. Note that the row player�s payo¤ is ALWAYS,
ALWAYS, ALWAYS listed �rst (to the left) in the cell.
Now that the game is set-up, how do we �nd the Nash Equilibrium (NE) to the game? We could look

at each cell and see if any player could make himself better o¤ by changing his strategy.
If QA = 48 and QB = 48, then Firm A could make himself better o¤ by choosing QA = 64 (Firm B could

also have made himself better o¤ by choosing QB = 64, but all we need is one player to want to change his
strategy and we do not have a NE). Thus, QA = 48 and QB = 48 is NOT a NE.
If QA = 48 and QB = 64, then Firm A can make himself better o¤ by choosing QA = 64, because he

would receive $4:1 rather than $3:8. Thus, QA = 48 and QB = 64 is NOT a NE.
If QA = 64 and QB = 48, then Firm B could make himself better o¤ by choosing QB = 64. Thus,

QA = 64 and QB = 48 is NOT a NE.
If QA = 64 and QB = 64 then neither �rm can make himself better o¤ by changing his strategy (if either

one of them changes then the �rm that changes will receive $3:8 rather than $4:1). Since neither �rm has
any incentive to change, QA = 64 and QB = 64 is a NE to this game.
Working through each cell is a fairly intuitive, albeit time-consuming process. You can use this technique

if you want, but a word of caution. You must check EVERY cell in the game as there may be multiple NE
to the game �thus, even if you started by checking QA = 64 and QB = 64 and found that it was a NE you
would still need to check the remaining cells to ensure that they were not NE. However, there is another
method.
Another method that works to �nd NE of game matrices is called �circling the payo¤s�(it doesn�t really

have a technical name). Here�s the idea: hold one player�s strategy constant (so suppose Firm B chooses
QB = 48), then see what the other player�s highest payo¤ is against that strategy and circle that payo¤. So
if Firm B chose QB = 48, then Firm A would circle the payo¤ of $5:1 in the lower left-cell (the payo¤ of
$5:1 that corresponds to QA = 64 and QB = 48). If Firm B chose QB = 64, then Firm A would circle the
payo¤ of $4:1 since $4:1 > $3:8. So halfway through the process we have:

Firm B
QB = 48 QB = 64

Firm A QA = 48 $4:6, $4:6 $3:8, $5:1
QA = 64 $5:1, $3:8 $4:1, $4:1

Now, we simply hold Firm A�s strategy constant and �gure out what Firm B would do in each situation.
Firm B would circle the $5:1 payo¤ if Firm A chose QA = 48 and Firm B would circle the $4:1 payo¤ if
Firm A chose QA = 64. Thus, the result would be:

Firm B
QB = 48 QB = 64

Firm A QA = 48 $4:6, $4:6 $3:8, $5:1
QA = 64 $5:1, $3:8 $4:1, $4:1

Whichever cell (or cells) have both payo¤s circled are NE to the game. Note that this is the same NE
we found by going through each cell. Again, it is possible to have more than one NE to a game. Also,
it is possible to circle more than one payo¤ at a time. Suppose Firm A chose QA = 48 and that Firm B
received $5:1 if it chose QB = 48 or QB = 64. In this case, since the highest payo¤ corresponds to two
di¤erent strategies for Firm B you would need to circle both of the payo¤s. The �solved�game (with the
$5.1 replacing the $4.6 for Firm B only) would look like below:
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Firm B
QB = 48 QB = 64

Firm A QA = 48 $4:6, $5:1 $3:8, $5:1
QA = 64 $5:1, $3:8 $4:1, $4:1

3 Market Games

The primary di¤erence between oligopoly markets and either monopolies or perfectly competitive markets is
that oligopoly markets are characterized by mutual interdependence among �rms. This means that what one
�rm does a¤ects another �rm�s decision. In a monopoly there are no other �rms to a¤ect the monopolist�s
quantity (or price) choice, and in the perfectly competitive market no �rm has enough market power to
a¤ect the market price so �rms do not have to worry about each other�s production level. Thus, while we
had fairly robust results for the monopoly and the perfectly competitive markets, we will see that the results
for the oligopoly market may vary greatly depending on the choice of strategic variable. Although there
is a vast array of variables that �rms may choose as their strategic variable (level of advertising, product
quality, when to release a product, product type, etc.), the two standard choice variables are quantity and
price. We will examine these two market games using a simultaneous game between 2 �rms that produce
identical products, face a linear inverse demand function, and have constant marginal costs.
Before we begin the discussion it may be useful to consider the extremes of oligopoly behavior. At

one extreme, the oligopolists could collude and act like a monopolist, choosing to produce a quantity that
maximizes INDUSTRY pro�ts. At the other extreme, the oligopolists could act like perfect competitors,
driving price down to MC. The picture below shows the extreme forms of behavior.

The most likely outcome is that price and quantity will lie somewhere between the two extreme forms of
behavior.

3.1 Quantity games

Quantity games are also called Cournot games, after the author who is credited with �rst formalizing them
in 1838. Cournot believed that �rms competed by choosing quantities, with the inverse demand function
determining the price in the market. Assume that there are 2 identical �rms, Firm 1 and Firm 2, each of
whom will simultaneously choose a quantity level (q1 and q2 respectively). The inverse demand function
for this product is P (Q) = a� bQ, where Q is the total market quantity, which means Q = q1 + q2 for this
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example. Each �rm�s total cost is as follows: TC1 = c�q1 and TC2 = c�q2. Thus, each �rm�s marginal cost
is: MC1 =MC2 = c. We will �rst show that the monopoly (or cartel) and perfectly competitive solutions
are NOT Nash Equilibria to this game, and then we will �nd the NE and compare it to the monopoly and
perfectly competitive solutions.

3.1.1 Monopoly is NOT a NE to the quantity game

Suppose that the two �rms collude to form a cartel. The cartel�s goal is to choose the quantity that will
maximize industry pro�ts. Each �rm will produce 1

2 of the monopoly quantity and receive the pro�ts from
producing that quantity. The monopolist will set MR =MC, where MR = a� 2bQ and MC = c, so:

a� 2bQ = c

Q =
a� c
2b

Thus, the total market quantity is a�c2b , so each �rm produces a�c4b (which is 12 �
a�c
2b ). Rather than work

in the abstract, we can use some parameters to show that both �rms would like to deviate from producing
a�c
4b . Let a = 120, b = 1, and c = 12. There is nothing particular about these parameters, and these results
hold for any parameter speci�cation provided a, b, and c are all positive, and a > c. We need a > c because
otherwise the marginal cost will be above the highest point on the demand curve, which means a quantity
of zero would be sold in the market since marginal cost would be greater than price for any units sold.
Using the parameters we �nd that: Q = 54 and q1 = q2 = 27. The price in the market is: P (54) =

120� (1) � 54 = 66. The pro�t to each �rm is: �1 = �2 = 66 � 27� 12 � 27 = 1458.
Now, suppose that Firm 1 decides to cheat on the agreement and produces more than 27 units (so

28 units). If Firm 1 produces 28 units, then Q = 55 and P (55) = 65. Firm 1�s pro�ts are now:
�1 = 65 � 28� 12 � 28 = 1484, which is greater than the 1458 it was earning when it produced 27 units (to
be complete, Firm 2�s pro�ts are: �2 = 65 � 27� 12 � 27 = 1431). Since Firm 1 can earn a higher pro�t if
it changes its strategy (chooses a quantity level greater than 27), the monopoly (or cartel) outcome is NOT
a NE. (Note: It may seem as if we�ve �solved�the game using the cartel quantities as strategies �after all,
we do get �answers� for market quantity, individual �rm quantity, price and pro�ts. However, this is like
saying that you have solved a maze because you have written down a complete strategy, even though that
strategy runs you into a wall instead of to the end of the maze.)

3.1.2 Perfect competition is NOT a NE to the game

Suppose that �rms act as perfect competitors. In this case, the �rms will produce the total market quantity
that corresponds to the point where MC crosses the demand curve. Since the two �rms are identical, we
will assume that each �rm produces 1

2 of this total market quantity. To �nd the total market quantity,
set MC = demand or c = a � bQ. Then Q = a�c

b , and q1 = q2 =
a�c
2b . Using our parameters, we �nd

that: Q = 108, and q1 = q2 = 54. Now, P (108) = 120 � (1) � 108 = 12. The pro�ts to each �rm are:
�1 = �2 = 12 � 54� 12 � 54 = 0. Notice that P =MC and �1 = �2 = 0, both of which correspond to the
theoretical predictions of a perfectly competitive market.
Now, suppose that Firm 1 decides to relax his stance on being competitive, and it produces 53 units

rather than 54 units. If Firm 1 produces 53 units, then Q = 107 and P (107) = 13. Firm 1�s pro�ts are
now: �1 = 13 � 53� 12 � 53 = 53, which is greater than the 0 pro�t it was earning by acting competitively
(to be complete, Firm 2�s pro�ts are: �2 = 13 � 54 � 12 � 54 = 54). Since Firm 1 can earn a higher pro�t
if it changes its strategy (chooses a quantity level less than 54), the perfectly competitive outcome is NOT
a NE. The intuitive di¤erence between this game and the perfectly competitive market is that each �rm
in this game has some impact on the price. If this were a true perfectly competitive market, then Firm 1
could NOT have caused the price to increase by reducing its quantity �however, in this game, Firm 1 can
cause the price to increase by reducing its quantity.
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3.1.3 The Cournot-Nash solution

We have seen that the 2 �rms behaving like either extreme (cartel or perfect competition) is NOT a NE. We
could set up a game matrix to �nd the NE, but that would be an extremely large matrix. Instead, we will
use the concept of a best-response function to �nd the NE. A best response function is a function that tells
a �rm the quantity level it should produce (or, more generally the strategy it should use) given the quantity
level that the other �rm produces. Thus, a �rm�s best response function will be a function of the other
�rm�s quantity as well as the parameters of the problem. We will �rst derive the best response functions
using economic intuition and then I will derive them using calculus �either way gives the same answer.
Intuitively, we know that �rms maximize their pro�t by setting MR = MC. Now, take Firm 1. We

know that MC = c, so half of the equation is done for us. Finding MR is a little bit more di¢ cult. We
know that P (Q) = a� bQ, and that Q = q2 + q1, so P (Q) = a� bq2 � bq1. What we are trying to �nd is a
function that tells us how much Firm 1 should produce for a GIVEN (or constant) level of q2. To �nd Firm
1�s best response function simply take the partial derivative of Firm 1�s pro�t function with respect to q1.
A similar process can be used to �nd Firm 2�s best response function. So:

�1 = (a� bq1 � bq2) q1 � cq1
Now, take the partial derivative of pro�t with respect to q1. We �nd:

@�1
@q1

= a� 2bq1 � bq2 � c

Set this equal to zero to �nd the maximum (we know it�s a maximum because the 2nd derivative is (�2b),
which is always negative for positive b). We get:

a� 2bq1 � bq2 � c = 0

Solving for q1:

q1 =
a� c� bq2

2b

We can use a similar process to �nd that q2 =
a�c�bq1

2b .
Before continuing on to �nd the actual quantity levels that each �rm would produce I would like to point

out one thing. Notice that if Firm 2 decides to produce q2 = 0, then Firm 1�s best response is to produce
the entire monopoly quantity, which would be q1 = a�c

2b . This is consistent with the results that we have
already seen.
As for �nding the NE quantities, recall that a NE is a set of strategies that are best responses to one

another. To �nd the NE, we want to �nd the q1 and q2 that are best responses to one another. We can
do this by plugging in the best response function for q2 into the best response function for q1 (essentially we
have 2 equations and 2 unknowns, q1 and q2, and we want to �nd the 2 unknowns). Substituting in we get:

q1 =
a� c� b

�
a�c�bq1

2b

�
2b

Simplifying:

2bq1 = a� c� b
�
a� c� bq1

2b

�
Simplifying:

2bq1 = a� c�
�
a� c� bq1

2

�
Simplifying:

4bq1 = 2a� 2c� (a� c� bq1)
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Distributing the negative:

4bq1 = 2a� 2c� a+ c+ bq1
Solving for q1:

q1 =
a� c
3b

Thus, Firm 1 should produce q1 = a�c
3b . We can solve for q2 using a similar method to �nd that q2 =

a�c
3b .

Thus, the NE for this game is q1 = q2 = a�c
3b . Plugging in our numbers shows us that q1 = q2 =

120�12
3 =

36, so Q = 72 and P (Q) = 120� (1)�72 = 48. Thus, since both �rms are identical and producing the same
amount, �1 = �2 = 48 � 36 � 12 � 36 = 1296. If Firm 1 decides to deviate by producing a larger quantity
(say 37), then Q = 73 and P (73) = 47. Firm 1�s pro�ts are: �1 = 47 � 37 � 12 � 37 = 1295, which is less
than the 1296 Firm 1 would earn if it produced 36 units. So producing a quantity greater than 36 is not
more pro�table than producing a quantity of 36.1 Suppose Firm 1 decided to deviate by producing a lower
quantity than 36 (say 35). Then Q = 71 and P (71) = 49. Firm 1�s pro�ts are: �1 = 49 � 35 � 12 � 35 =
1295, which is less than the 1296 Firm 1 would earn if it produced 36 units. So producing a quantity less
than 36 is not more pro�table than producing a quantity of 36. Thus, if Firm 2 produces 36 units then
Firm 1�s best response is to produce 36 units. If Firm 1 produces 36 units, then Firm 2�s best response is
to produce 36 units. Since each �rm is using a strategy that is a best response to the other �rm�s strategy,
we have a NE.

Graphical representations of the Cournot-Nash solution Another way to �nd the Cournot-Nash
solution is to plot the best response functions. We can rewrite q1 =

a�c�bq2
2b and q2 =

a�c�bq1
2b as q1 =

a�c
2b �

1
2q2 and q2 =

a�c
2b �

1
2q1. If we plot these on a graph we will get:

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
0
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60

80

100

120
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q2

The red line (�atter line) is Firm 2�s best response function and the green line (steeper line) is Firm 1�s best
response function. The point of intersection is the Nash equilibrium point � it is where both players are
choosing their best responses to each other. Note that the lines intersect when q1 = 36 and q2 = 36.
Finally, we can look at Firm 1�s pro�t when Firm 2 chooses 36 and Firm 2�s pro�t when Firm 1 chooses

36.
1The intuition is that selling one more unit generates additional revenue of $47 (since we sell one more unit), but the

additional cost is the direct cost of selling one more unit (the $12 MC) plus the decrease in revenue that occurs from selling
the �rst 36 units at one dollar less than they were being sold before. Thus, the total additional cost is 12 + 36 = 48, so the
�rm loses $48 while only gaining $47, which means it is less pro�table to increase production.
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The parabola is Firm 1�s pro�t when q2 = 36. The vertical red line corresponds to when q1 = 36, which is
the maximum of the pro�t function. Thus, when q2 = 36, Firm 1 is maximizing its pro�t when q1 = 36.
Since the �rms are identical, the same picture will result for Firm 2 (holding q1 = 36).

3.1.4 Comparing the cartel, perfect competition, and Cournot outcomes

We began the discussion of oligopoly behavior by looking at the two extreme forms of behavior (cartel and
perfect competition) and asserting that the real-world outcome was likely between those two. The table
below compares the cartel, perfect competition, and Cournot outcomes using the parameters a = 120, b = 1,
and c = 12.

Q q1 q2 Price �1 �2
Cartel 54 27 27 66 1458 1458
Cournot 72 36 36 48 1296 1296
Perfect Competition 108 54 54 12 0 0
We can see that the price and quantity that result from Cournot competition falls between the extreme

forms of behavior of the �rms, which corresponds nicely to our assertion.

3.1.5 Cournot behavior and k �rms

One other aspect of Cournot behavior that conforms with intuition is that as the number of �rms increases
the pro�t per �rm decreases, and when there is an in�nite number of �rms pro�ts become zero. Thus, if
there is a very large number of �rms then Cournot behavior approaches perfectly competitive behavior. We
can show this by analyzing the pro�t a particular �rm earns.
In the two-�rm case the Cournot quantities are a�c3b for both �rms, which leads to a total market quantity

of 2a�2c3b . The price in the market is then:

P (Q) = a� b
�
2a� 2c
3b

�
Simplifying this expression gives:

P (Q) =
a+ 2c

3

Firm pro�ts are then:

�1 = �2 =

�
a+ 2c

3

�
�
�
a� c
3b

�
� c �

�
a� c
3b

�
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Factoring out the
�
a�c
3b

�
term gives:

�1 = �2 =

��
a+ 2c

3

�
� c
�
�
�
a� c
3b

�
Simplifying the �rst bracketed term,

��
a+2c
3

�
� c
�
gives:

�1 = �2 =

�
a� c
3

�
�
�
a� c
3b

�
Or:

�1 = �2 =
(a� c)2

9b

Note that this is the pro�t for each �rm in a duopoly. The general pro�t function for an oligopoly with
k �rms is:

�1 = �2 = ::: = �k =
(a� c)2

(k + 1)
2
b

Notice that if we plug in k = 2 we get the previous result, with 9b in the denominator. As k becomes
very large, the pro�ts to the �rms fall, since we are divided the same number, (a� c)2 in this case, by an
even larger number as k becomes bigger. Again, this result conforms with our previously held belief that
if we have a large number of �rms in the industry and the �rms are in equilibrium then we should see zero
economic pro�ts.

3.2 Pricing games

About 50-60 years after Cournot, another economist (Bertrand) found fault with Cournot�s work. Bertrand
believed that �rms competed by choosing prices, and then letting the market determine the quantity sold.
Recall that if a monopolist wishes to maximize pro�t it can choose either price or quantity while allowing
the market to determine the variable that the monopolist did not choose. The resulting price and quantity
in the market is una¤ected by the monopolist�s decision of which variable to use as its strategic variable.
We will see that this is not the case for a duopoly market.
The general structure of the game is as follows. There are identical 2 �rms competing in the market �

the �rms produce identical products, have the same cost structure (TC = c � q and MC = c), and face the
same downward sloping inverse demand function, P (Q) = a�bQ. However, in this game it is more useful to
structure the inverse demand function as an actual demand function (because the �rms are choosing prices
and allowing the market to determine the quantity sold), so we can rewrite the inverse demand function
as a demand function, Q (P ) = a

b �
1
bP . Consumers have no brand or �rm loyalty, and it is assumed

that all consumers know the prices of both �rms in the market. Consumers will purchase from the lowest
priced producer according to the demand function. This last assumption means that each �rm�s quantity
is determined by the table below (p1 is Firm 1�s price choice and p2 is Firm 2�s price choice):

q1 q2
if p1 > p2 0 a�p2

b

if p1 = p2 1
2 �

a�p1
b

1
2 �

a�p2
b

if p1 < p2
a�p1
b 0

Thus, the �rm with the lowest price will sell the entire market quantity at that price. If the �rms have
equal prices then they will each sell 12 the total market quantity at that price. Now we will see what happens
if the �rms choose the monopoly, the Cournot, or the perfectly competitive price. These prices correspond
to the ones derived in the section on the quantity games, using the parameter a = 120, b = 1, and c = 12.
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3.2.1 Choosing the monopoly price

Suppose that the 2 �rms both choose the monopoly price, which was $66. Each then sells 12 of the monopoly
quantity, which means that q1 = q2 = 27. Firm pro�ts are then �1 = �2 = 1458. Suppose that Firm 1
decides to cheat and chooses a lower price of $65. Since p1 < p2, Firm 1 then produces 120�65

1 = 55 units.
Firm 1�s pro�ts are: �1 = 65 � 55� 12 � 55 = 2915, which is greater than 1458. So Firm 1 has the incentive
to lower its price (as does Firm 2), which means choosing the monopoly price is NOT a NE to the Bertrand
game.

3.2.2 Choosing the Cournot price

Suppose that the 2 �rms both choose the Cournot price, which was $48. Each �rm then sells 12 of the total
Cournot quantity, which means that q1 = q2 = 36. Firm pro�ts are then �1 = �2 = 1296. Suppose that
Firm 1 decides to cheat (just as a reminder, the �rms are NOT jointly deciding to produce the Cournot
quantity when playing the Cournot game �each is acting in its own self-interest) and chooses a lower price of
$47. Since p1 < p2, Firm 1 then produces 120�471 = 73 units. Firm 1�s pro�ts are now: �1 = 47�73�12�73 =
2555, which is greater than 1296. So Firm 1 has the incentive to lower its price (as does Firm 2), which
means choosing the Cournot price is NOT a NE to the Bertrand game.

3.2.3 Choosing the perfectly competitive price

Suppose that the 2 �rms both choose the perfectly competitive price, which was $12. Each �rm then
sells 1

2 of the total perfect competition quantity, which means that q1 = q2 = 54. Firm pro�ts are then
�1 = �2 = 0. Suppose that Firm 1 wishes to change its strategy by lowering its price to $11. It captures
the entire market, and sells 120�11

1 = 109. Firm 1�s pro�ts are now: �1 = 11 � 109 � 12 � 109 = (�109).
Clearly, lowering the price makes Firm 1 worse o¤. If Firm 1 attempts to raise the price above $12, then
p2 < p1, and Firm 2 captures the entire market. This means that Firm 1�s pro�t (if it raises the price to
$13) is still 0, so it did not make itself better o¤. Thus, the perfectly competitive outcome is the NE to this
Bertrand game.

3.2.4 Comparing Cournot and Bertrand

Under Cournot competition each �rm made a positive economic pro�t, and the perfectly competitive outcome
is only achieved when the number of �rms becomes large. Under Bertrand competition the perfectly
competitive outcome is achieved with only two �rms. Thus, we tend to assume that the Cournot outcome
is more applicable in the framework we have been discussing �however, there are other applications of the
Bertrand outcome.
These notes essentially correspond to chapter 14 of the text.

4 Dynamic (or sequential) games

We had been studying simultaneous games, where each �rm makes its quantity choice or price choice without
observing the other �rm�s choice. Now, we want to extend the analysis to include sequential games, where
one �rm moves �rst, the second �rm observes this decision, and then the second �rm makes its decision.
To analyze sequential games, a structure, called a game tree, that is slightly di¤erent than the game matrix
should be used. The game tree provides a picture of who decides when, what decisions each player makes,
what decisions each player has seen made prior to his decision, and which players see his decision when it is
made. We can start by translating the simple quantity choice game from chapter 13 (when the �rms could
each only choose to produce a quantity of 64 or 48) into a sequential games framework.
Suppose that there are two �rms (Firm A and Firm B) engaged in competition. Firm A will choose its

quantity level �rst, and then Firm B will choose its quantity level after observing Firm A�s choice. To keep
this example simple, assume that the �rms�quantity choices are restricted to be either 48 units or 64 units.
If both �rms choose to produce 64 units, then both �rms will receive a payo¤ of $4.1. If both �rms choose
to produce 48 units, then both �rms will receive a payo¤ of $4.6. If one �rm chooses to produce 48 units
and the other chooses to produce 64 units, the �rm that produces 48 units receives a payo¤ of $3.8 while
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the �rm that produces 64 units receives a payo¤ of $5.1. This game is sequential since Firm A chooses �rst
and Firm B observes Firm A�s decision.2

While we could use the matrix (or box or normal) form of the game for the sequential game, there is
another method for sequential games that makes the sequential nature of the decisions explicit. The method
that should be used is the game tree. A game tree consists of:

1. Nodes �places where the branches of the game tree extend from

2. Branches �correspond to the strategies a player can use at each node

3. Information sets �depict how much information the player has when he moves (if the second player
knows that he follows the �rst player but cannot observe the �rst player�s decision then his information
set is really no di¤erent than in the simultaneous move game; however, if the second player can observe
the �rst player�s decision, then his information set has changed)

A game tree corresponding to the quantity choice game previously described is depicted below. The
individual pieces of a game tree are also labelled. The label for information set is pointing to the open
circle that encircles the term �Firm B�. Thus, Firm B can see how much Firm A has decided to produce.
If Firm B could not determine if Firm A decided to produce 48 or 64 units, then Firm B would have one
information set, and there would be one open circle encircling both of Firm B�s decision nodes.

To solve sequential games we start from the end of the game and work our way back towards the beginning.
This is called backward induction. To �nd the Nash Equilibrium (NE), we �rst determine what Firm B
would do given a quantity choice by Firm A. In this example, Firm B would choose QB = 64 as its strategy
if Firm A chose QA = 48 because $5:1 > $4:6. Also, Firm B would choose QB = 64 if Firm A chose QA = 64
because $4:1 > $3:8. Thus, Firm B�s strategy is: {Choose QB = 64 if Firm A chooses QA = 48; choose
QB = 64 if Firm A chooses QA = 48}. We now know what Firm B will do for any given choice by Firm A,
which means that we have an entire strategy for Firm B.
Firm A, knowing that Firm B will choose QB = 64 regardless of its quantity choice, can now �lop o¤ the

branches�that correspond to QB = 48. The reason that Firm A can lop o¤ these branches is that it knows
that it will never see the payo¤s associated with following those branches because Firm B will never follow
them. Thus, to Firm A, the game tree looks like:

2 In the real-world Firm A may actually choose a quantity before Firm B, but if Firm B gains no additional information from
Firm A�s decision (such as a change in the market price), then the game is essentially one where Firm A and Firm B choose
simultaneously.
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I have left the payo¤s there but removed the branches. Firm A has one decision to make, produce a
quantity of 48 or a quantity of 64. If it produces a quantity of 48, Firm B will produce 64, and Firm A will
receive a payo¤ of $3.8. If it produces a quantity of 64, Firm B will produce 64, and Firm A will receive a
payo¤ of $4.1. Since $4:1 > $3:8, Firm A will choose QA = 64. Thus, the complete NE for this game is:
Firm A: Choose QA = 64
Firm B: Choose QB = 64 if Firm A chooses QA = 48; choose QB = 64 if Firm A chooses QA = 48
Now, when the game is played only one payo¤ is received. To �nd this payo¤ just follow the path

outlined by the NE strategy. Firm A chooses QA = 64, and if Firm A chooses QA = 64 then Firm B chooses
QB = 64, which leads to a payo¤ of $4.1 for Firm A and $4.1 for Firm B. Notice that we didn�t use the
fact that Firm B chooses QB = 64 if Firm A chooses QA = 48 because Firm A did not choose QA = 48.
We still need to include that piece as part of our NE strategy even though we don�t use it when we �nd the
path that the game actually follows.

5 Sequential Bertrand Game

Recall that in a Bertrand game the competing �rms choose the price that they want to sell at in the market.
The �rm with the lowest price sells the quantity that corresponds to the entire market quantity at that
price, while the �rm with the higher price sells nothing. If the two �rms choose the same price, then each
�rm sells 1

2 the market quantity at that price. Assume that the �rm�s are identical, and that each �rm
has constant MC equal to c. To make this a sequential Bertrand game, assume that Firm A chooses its
price �rst, and then Firm B observes Firm A�s choice and sets its own price. The game tree is depicted
below, with a slight modi�cation. Since �rms can choose any price greater than 0 they have an in�nite
amount of strategies (PA = 0; PA = 1; PA = 1:5; :::). Since it is impossible to write down an in�nite amount
of branches that correspond to the in�nite amount of strategies we simplify the game tree by drawing two
branches corresponding to the lowest possible price (PA = 0) and the highest possible price (PA =1) and
then connect those two branches with a dotted line to represent the fact that there are an in�nite amount
of possibilities there.3 Also note that the payo¤s have been removed as listing an in�nite amount of payo¤s
to correspond to the in�nite amount of strategies is unrealistic.

3Technically no �rm would choose a price above a (the intercept of the inverse demand function) as any price above this
level implies that the �rm sells 0 units and thus earns 0 pro�ts.
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Again, to �nd the solution of this game use backward induction. We want to �nd out what Firm B
would do in response to any price choice that Firm A could make. Suppose that Firm A sets a really high
price, above the MC of c. Firm B�s best response would be to charge a slightly lower price and capture the
entire market. Suppose that Firm A sets a really low price, less than the MC of c. Firm B�s best response
in this case is NOT to undercut Firm A. If it undercuts Firm A then it captures the entire market, but it
captures the entire market at a price below cost which means it is making a loss, which it could avoid by not
producing at all, which means that if Firm A chooses a price less than c that Firm B should choose a price
greater than Firm A. We can assume that if Firm A chooses a price less than c that Firm B will choose to
set its price equal to c to ensure that it does not make any losses. Suppose that Firm A chooses a price
equal to the MC of c. If Firm B chooses a price below c then it captures the entire market, but at a price
less than cost, which means that it is making a loss. Clearly, Firm B could do better if it decided to stay
out of the market. If Firm B charges a price above c then it will not earn any pro�ts as it allows Firm A to
capture the entire market. If Firm B charges a price exactly equal to c, then it will still earn zero economic
pro�t but at least it will then produce half of the market quantity. Formalizing this thought process into a
strategy we can write down:

PB =

8<: PA � "
c
c

if PA > c
if PA = c
if PA < c

The term " means the smallest possible amount by which Firm B can undercut Firm A�s price (perhaps
a penny). Firm A now knows that Firm B will use this strategy.4 Firm A then has to decide what it will
do. If it prices below MC it will capture the entire market but will make a loss. If it prices above MC
then Firm B will undercut its price and Firm A will sell nothing. If Firm A chooses to price at MC then it
splits the market quantity with Firm B. Thus, Firm A chooses to set PA = c, which means that Firm B will
set PB = c, which means that in the sequential Bertrand game the result is the same as in the simultaneous
Bertrand game.5

4 It�s not that Firm B tells Firm A the strategy it will use, it�s that Firm A knows the game that will be played and can also
see what Firm B�s best responses will be given Firm A�s choice of price. Also, Firm B�s strategy could have one more tier to
it. If Firm A chose any price above the monopoly price, Firm B�s best response would be to choose the monopoly price, not to
undercut Firm A by a tiny amount. Then, for any price between the monopoly price and MC, Firm B�s best strategy would
be to undercut Firm A by the smallest possible amount. This, however, does not e¤ect the result of the game.

5Technically, if the price space is discrete then there is a NE where both �rms choose a price at the lowest possible increment
above MC. If c = 12, and �rms must price in increments of pennies, then the NE result is that both �rms charge $12.01 and
make very, very small economic pro�ts. This is true of the simultaneous game as well.
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6 Sequential Quantity Game

The sequential quantity game is called a Stackelberg game, after its �creator�. In this game one �rm chooses
its quantity �rst and then the other �rm observes this quantity decision and chooses its quantity. We will
assume the linear inverse demand function, P (Q) = a� bQ, where Q = qA + qB and where �rms costs are
such that TC = c � qA and MC = c. The game tree for this example is:

Notice that this is the same picture as the sequential Bertrand game, only now the �rms are making
quantity choices. Again, begin with �nding Firm B�s strategy. When we worked the simultaneous Cournot
game we found the best response functions for each �rm. Firm B�s best response function, for a given choice
of qA, was:

qB =
a� c� bqA

2b

Since this problem has the same basic structure, Firm B�s best response function is the same as it was
in the Cournot game. Thus, for any choice of qA we know the exact quantity amount that Firm B would
choose. There is one slight caveat to this. If Firm A were to choose an amount of qA � a�c

b , then Firm
B would choose to produce 0. The reason why is that if Firm A chooses qA = a�c

b , then it is choosing to
produce the competitive quantity, where the price in the market equals marginal cost. If Firm A for some
reason decides to produce a quantity qA > a�c

b , then Firm A is producing a quantity such that the price
in the market is LESS than MC. In this case, Firm B would opt out of the market and produce 0, as
producing 0 ensures Firm B of receiving 0 pro�ts, while producing any positive quantity will only force the
price lower and ensure that Firm B earns a loss. To summarize, Firm B�s strategy is:

qB =

�
a�c�bqA

2b
0

if 0 � qA � a�c
b

if qA > a�c
b

Firm A then takes Firm B�s strategy as given. Firm A is like any other pro�t maximizing �rm, and will
set MR = MC. To do this we simply plug Firm B�s best response function in to Firm A�s pro�t function
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and maximize pro�t.6 So:

�A = (a� bqA � bqB) qA � cqA

�A =

�
a� b

�
a� c� bqA

2b

�
� bqA

�
qA � cqA

�A =

�
a� a

2
+
c

2
+
bqA
2
� bqA

�
qA � cqA

�A =

�
a

2
+
c

2
� bqA

2

�
qA � cqA

Now di¤erentiate �A with respect to qA:

@�A
@qA

=
a

2
+
c

2
� bqA � c

a

2
+
c

2
� bqA � c = 0

a+ c� 2bqA � 2c = 0

a� c = 2bqA
a� c
2b

= qA

Thus, the �rst mover produces the monopoly quantity of a�c2b . So the NE to the Stackelberg game is:

qA =
a� c
2b

qB =

�
a�c�bqA

2b
0

if 0 � qA � a�c
b

if qA > a�c
b

We can �nd the payo¤s to the �rms of using these strategies by plugging qA = a�c
2b into Firm B�s best

response function to determine how much Firm B will produce.

qB =
a� c� b

�
a�c
2b

�
2b

Or:

qB =
a� c�

�
a�c
2

�
2b

Or:

qB =
a� c� a

2 +
c
2

2b

Or:

qB =
a
2 �

c
2

2b

Or:

qB =
a� c
4b

Thus, if Firm A produces qA = a�c
2b , Firm B will produce qB = a�c

4b . Note that this is NOT the NE
strategy for Firm B, just what the result is of Firm B using its NE strategy. Total market quantity is then
qA + qB =

a�c
2b +

a�c
4b = 3

4 �
a�c
b , or

3
4 of the perfectly competitive quantity.

6We know that the �rst mover will not choose to produce more than the competitive quantity because producing more than
the competitive quantity results in �A < 0, and the �rm can do better than this simply by producing 0.
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6.1 Comparing the results

It�s important to compare the results of the di¤erent market models. In the table below, I have used the
values that we have been using in class, a = 120, b = 1, and c = 12 to compare the monopoly (or cartel),
Cournot, Stackelberg, and perfectly competitive (or Bertrand, both simultaneous and sequential) outcomes.
The column for CS stands for consumer surplus and the column for TS stands for total surplus, where total
surplus is de�ned as the sum of the �rm�s pro�ts and the consumer surplus.

Q qA qB P (Q) �A �B CS TS
Monopoly 54 27 27 66 1458 1458 1458 4374
Cournot 72 36 36 48 1296 1296 2592 5184
Stackelberg 81 54 27 39 1458 729 3280.5 5467.5
Bertrand 108 54 54 12 0 0 5832 5832
As should be clear from the total, consumer�s are made better o¤ at the expense of the �rms as we move

down the table. It is interesting to note that the Cournot case, with two identical �rms, is slightly less
e¢ cient than the Stackelberg case, with one large �rm and one small �rm (in terms of relative quantities
produced). This raises the question of why antitrust policy may focus on the industry with one large �rm
and one small �rm, rather than the one with two equal-sized �rms. The reason has to do with the dynamic
aspects of the markets, which we will now discuss in the form of entry prevention by a monopolist.
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